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1). **Create a chart.** On that chart rank the following skills from the strongest to the weakest.
   1. Finding a usable source  
   2. Taking notes and keeping track of research  
   3. Outlining/planning  
   4. Drafting  
   5. Peer reviewing  
   6. Revising + creating a clear revision plan  
   (using instructor and other feedback)  
   7. Time management

2). **Write a one-page reflection** on your performance in each of the skill sets above. What did you do well and how and what did you struggle with and why exactly? Also, look back on your previous journal. Have you improved in any specific areas? Which ones and how?

3). In groups of 3, **design a powerpoint** that uses drawings, a helpful acronym, OR a chart to teach your audience how to improve in one of the areas above. You will have the rest of class time (~45 min) to create your presentation and then 2-4 minutes next class to present it to the class😊